2020 Pricing and Packages
ONE LOVE DJ PACKAGE
$995
If you just want a DJ this is the best the all-inclusive package you will find!

What does it include? Unlimited hours of music, premium right sized sound system with
wireless microphone in up to three locations at the same venue, dance floor lighting, one-hour
wedding entertainment consultation, music planning form and online music selection help.
What will the DJ do?
-provide a pre-wedding call to confirm all the details for the big day
-prepare the wedding music and introduction list
-arrive 1-2 hours before the wedding to set up and test everything
-make any needed announcements
-provide continuous music
-handle requests as directed by the couple
-prepare your personal playlist of up to thirty songs
What skills and experience will the DJ have?
-basic & advanced music selection & blending
-proper and appropriate microphone use
-managing wedding entertainment flow
-solving technical equipment issues
What does “right sized sound system” mean? If you are in a small venue, we bring an
appropriate system, so we don’t over power your guests and leave them uncomfortable. On the
other hand, if you are in a large venue, we bring enough sound reinforcement to fill the room,
so it is a lively party! We have several ways to adjust our systems and the knowledge of how
and why to make certain adjustments to benefit your wedding.

The CRAZY IN LOVE PACKAGE
$1495
Includes: The One Love DJ Package plus wireless up-lights, cake & head table pin spot or a highresolution full color monogram projected onto a wall or dancefloor.

DANCE WITH SOMEBODY
$1995
Includes: The Crazy in Love package plus 2 video screens, slide show for the 1st and parent
dances, music videos played during dancing and our light up LOVE letters.

Additional Services available
Photo Booth:
Three or four hours of service with our open air photo booth, each guest will receive a copy of
the picture strip, a photo album for guests to sign and place a copy of the photo strip, your
choice of back drop color (rose gold, gold, pink, lavender, black, red, white, blue, or ivory
available), several high quality props, onsite attendant which will arrive 1 hour prior to the start
time for set up.
3-hour photo booth for if added to any DJ package. $695
4-hour photo booth for if added to any DJ package. $795
3-hour photo booth IF ONLY BOOKING PHOTO BOOTH SERVICE. $795
4-hour photo booth IF ONLY BOOKING PHOTO BOOTH SERVICE. $895

Love Story Video
$299
We film/edit a 3-8 minute video in which the couple is asked questions such as “how did you
meet”, “how did the proposal happen”, or whatever questions you want. This is a great way for
all the guests to learn about the couple in a unique way. The video is played during the grand
entrance right before the newlyweds enter the room.
•

Couple must book the Dance with Somebody package and provide a location to shoot
the video such as their home.

Description of lighting services
Up-lighting: computer controlled wireless up-lights which can be set to your color choice. After
dinner they can stay one color or change to the beat of the music.
Monogram: The couples name projected in light onto a wall of the dancefloor. Our monograms
are high resolution and can display in color or white.
Pin Spotting: A small white spot light used to bring attention to the cake or sweetheart table.

